DURING THE PAST DECADES, there has been a dramatic increase in the survival of infants born prematurely, including those with various pathological conditions in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT). The introduction of parenteral nutrition (PN) support by Wilmore and Dudrick (267) has been a pivotal component in this care paradigm. PN allows for the routine survival of neonates suffering a major loss of intestinal length due to surgery, and recent refinements in the provision of PN have further improved these outcomes (214, 227, 255) . The clinical problem of inadequate nutrient absorption following intestinal resection has stimulated research into the response of the remnant intestine, a process known as "adaptation." Intestinal adaptation can be defined as the compensatory physiological process that occurs following loss of mucosal surface area to enhance both the structure and function of the residual bowel to restore the digestive and absorptive capacity of the intestine.
Intestinal adaptation is a complex series of coordinated mucosal, endocrine, and secretory events that ultimately allow for an increase in nutrient absorption, so that the patient can reach nutritional autonomy even when the remnant intestine is less than 15% of the original length (198) . In humans, this process may take up to 2 yr (81, 212) . It is a significant limitation of existing therapy that the only method to stimulate intestinal adaptation is enteral nutrition (EN), and indeed the use of PN may be detrimental to the adaptive process (263) . This clinical situation requires appropriate animal models to better understand the needs and how to optimize care for this patient population.
Short bowel syndrome (SBS) is defined as a clinical condition that results from surgical resection, congenital defect, or disease-associated loss of absorption, leading to an inability to maintain nutrient balance when fed a normal diet (171) . SBS has also been defined as a clinical condition requiring prolonged PN, due to intestinal failure (IF) following intestinal resection (227, 267) . In principle, a distinction should be made between IF and SBS, since with IF, patients need parenteral support, whereas in SBS the use of defined enteral diets may be sufficient; thus SBS is also referred to as "intestinal insufficiency." The focus of this review is to describe the feasibility and clinical relevance of various animal models used to model the condition of pediatric SBS.
Pediatric SBS
Within the pediatric population, the definition of IF has now been set as the requirement of PN for longer than 60 days (227) . In pediatric patients, the etiologies of SBS and IF are related to the broad categories of congenital causes. Intestinal atresia (15% of SBS infants) is typically caused by a vascular event relatively late in gestation when the remaining small intestine is normal. Gastroschisis (17%) represents a condition in which a defect in the abdominal wall allows a herniation of large parts of the small intestine and colon. The process leads to thickening and scarring of the intestinal wall, resulting in delayed motility, and mechanical torsion can result in further ischemic loss of long segments of small intestine. Meconium ileus related to cystic fibrosis (5%) is caused by a lack of chloride secretion so that intestinal secretions are thick, leading to obstruction, dilation, and often secondary volvulus with necrosis. Aganglionosis (6%, Hirschsprung's disease) represents a lack of enteric nervous system development due to loss of certain neuronal growth factors. Necrotizing enterocolitis (32%; NEC) is an acquired intestinal inflammatory disorder, typically starting in the submucosa of the distal bowel and induced by enteral feeding and bacterial colonization. Volvulus (18% of SBS infants) is a mechanical torsion of the mesentery of the bowel, often due to abnormalities in intestinal development and fixation to the abdominal wall, resulting in ischemic necrosis (206, 214) . The incidence of SBS is higher in pediatrics [24.5/100,000 live births or 9/million population (257) ] than in adults [5/million population (248) ]. Furthermore, the incidence of SBS is ϳ100-fold higher in preterm vs. term infants, mainly related to the higher incidence of NEC in preterm infants. In a large prospective study, involving more than 12,000 very low birth weight infants, the incidence of SBS was 0.7% and NEC was the cause of SBS in 96% of these patients (42) . It is common that the pathological insult that mandates resection also causes prolonged changes in motility and function, which delay or prevent recovery. The cause of SBS/IF varies among countries, reflecting different ethnicities and health care systems. Mortality from SBS has decreased recently but historically it has been 30 -40% in pediatric patients (186, 212, 227) and 25% in adults, and in both populations deaths are often caused by comorbidities. Although pediatric IF cases may adapt better than adult IF cases (188, 248) , pediatric patients face the additional challenge of receiving adequate energy and nutrients to sustain normal growth and organ development.
The segment(s) of the intestine remaining after resection vary depending on the primary disease ( Table 1 ). The most common situation is a loss of the distal small intestine, including the ileum and ileocecal valve, which is the most difficult anatomical configuration for remnant intestinal adaptation and nutritional recovery (111, 247, 256) . Clinicians have long recognized that the terminal ileum and ileocecal valve have distinct physiological properties, which either provide a stimulus for adaptation or are more sensitive to such signals and therefore have a greater capacity to adapt. The survival of patients with remnant ileum is higher than those without and the speed of adaptation is faster if there is a retained ileum (24, 81) . Surgically, the key principle is to preserve the maximal length of intestine. This usually involves creating a proximal stoma, resecting obviously necrotic tissue, and leaving segments that have the potential to recover (59, 190) . Thus the most common surgical procedure is distal intestinal resection with the initial creation of a jejunostomy, allowing time for the patient and the remnant intestine to recover and adapt, until a later surgical reanastomosis after 6 -8 wk, to establish intestinal continuity. At this time, intestinal adaptation may have increased nutrient absorptive capacity, but adaption may itself also induce new functional deficits. The increase of the remnant intestine diameter may compromise smooth muscle function, reduce peristalsis, and predispose to a potentially dangerous tendency for bacterial overgrowth (1, 123, 212) .
Clinical management of infant SBS. The clinical management of infant SBS is key to design animal models with high translational value. This management is a multidisciplinary effort focusing on optimizing intestinal adaptation and minimizing the need for PN via nutritional, pharmacological, or surgical approaches. Although PN is required to support these patients, EN is the most effective stimulus of adaptation (70, 151) . A key principle is to continuously challenge the remnant intestine with a slightly higher enteral nutrient load than the remnant intestine can absorb. This will maximally stimulate the endogenous signals to upregulate nutrient transport capacity (211, 263) . In this context, intestinal adaptation after resec- (211) ]. Once feeds exceed 5-10 ml/h during day time, two to three oral feeds are introduced to prevent the development of oral aversion with bolus feedings. PN is tapered according to the weight gain, and cycling PN is instituted when feasible. It is often not possible to provide more that 20 -30% of calories enterally until the proximal stoma, if present, is closed. Thereafter the speed of tapering of PN is very dependent on the total length of residual intestine and the presence of the ileocecal valve. Because of the relative excess of luminal nutrients, small intestinal bacterial overgrowth (SIBO) is common in the SBS population. Thus rotating antibiotics (e.g., gentamicin and metronidazole) are used in cases of dysmotility with suspected SIBO (56, 212) . In cases of severe dysmotility and progressive intestinal dilation, promotility agents (e.g., metoclopramide and erythromycin) are used (56) . If the luminal diameter of the remnant intestine increases to greater than 6 -8 cm, so that peristalsis becomes ineffective and bacterial overgrowth inevitable, then surgical intervention may be considered (123, 129) .
Bianchi and serial transverse enteroplasty procedures. Several surgical procedures have been developed to improve intestinal function after the development of SBS (255) . Both of the commonly used procedures were developed to deal with the problem of excessive dilation of the remnant intestine that may occur in patients after prolonged attempts to induce adaptation by increasing the feeds. In the Bianchi procedure (14) , also known as longitudinal intestinal lengthening and tailoring, the mesenteric blood supply is separated into two "leaves" and the dilated segment is subsequently longitudinally divided between the two leaves, leading to a decreased diameter and increased intestinal length. About half of SBS patients show improved nutritional status after this procedure, likely as a result of improved peristalsis and reduced bacterial overgrowth in the previously dilated segment (15, 20, 71) . Few studies are available and the outcome of the operation could be influenced by other factors, such as clinical status, especially the degree of parenteral nutritionassociated liver disease (PNALD) (71) .
Another intestinal lengthening method is the serial transverse enteroplasty (STEP) procedure that was developed to a large degree based on studies in young pigs (39, 128, 158) . By this method, the dilated segment is lengthened by partially transversely dividing, by use of a stapling device, the small intestine in a serial transverse manner from alternating directions, creating a zigzag pattern in the small intestine. Outcomes in pediatric patients have been favorable, with ϳ47% of patients coming off PN (123) . Use of the STEP procedure may increase the tolerance to enteral feeding in infants with SBS (65) , although the process to achieve full intestinal autonomy may take several years (174) . A great deal of the translational work to support this intervention as a clinical therapy has been done by use of the pig model (158, 185, 197, 216) .
Assessment of intestinal adaptation in human SBS. The optimal manner to assess digestive adaptation in SBS patients would be to perform a nutrient balance study, with precise measures of enteral nutrient input and corresponding urine and stool outputs. Such studies have been useful to study the effect of various types of resection (109, 114, 116, 117) , type of enteral diet (146) , and pharmacological agents and growth factors (110, 112, 118, 119) in adult SBS patients. In children, balance studies are complicated by the difficulty in separating stool from urine and the need to use diapers and so are rarely used (5, 43, 132) . Biomarkers of nutrient absorptive capacity and intestinal permeability have been used in infants and some of these (lactulose, mannitol, 3-0 methyl glucose) were validated in animal models of SBS (149, 221) . In humans, intestinal function is typically evaluated indirectly by standard anthropometric measures, such as height, weight, head circumference, and z-scores, and such growth measures are especially important indicators of intestinal function in infants with SBS (214).
Logistical and ethical constraints limit studies in human SBS patients, especially in the pediatric age group, and access to tissues and cells is difficult. Only minor changes have been observed in intestinal hydrolase activities following resection in humans, indicating that functional adaptation originates mainly from an increased surface area induced by crypt cell proliferation (115) . Surrogate markers of enterocyte mass in human SBS patients include the amino acid citrulline, a nonessential amino acid produced by enterocytes. Plasma citrulline levels have helped to identify SBS patients, both adults and children, with permanent IF (45, 46) , and to monitor intestinal adaptation (9, 74) and enteral food tolerance (192) in children with SBS. Despite extensive study, we do not know whether the "classical" physiological description of intestinal tissue adaptation, derived mainly from studies in adult rodents, applies to the human infant (153) .
Surgical Interventions to Model SBS
The validity of an SBS animal model should be based on the degree to which it simulates and represents the human condition described above, and ideally it should incorporate the possible region-and age-specific responses to intestinal resection. An experimental design that includes appropriate control groups with bowel transection and anastomosis at the same sites as the resected groups and defined methods of nutrition support from EN and/or PN is essential to correctly interpret the etiology of the intestinal adaptive response. Models in rodents have generally used postweaned or adult animals, whereas most studies in pigs have been performed in newborn, suckling, or juvenile pigs. To a large degree, these choices reflect practical limitations in performing the animal studies, e.g., an appropriate size to allow the surgical interventions, catheterizations, and long-term care with PN. For these reasons newborn mice and rats and adult pigs are less desirable and feasible for SBS studies. The dominant physiological processes of intestinal adaptation described in animal models are an increase in the rate of crypt cell proliferation, coupled with a decrease in the rate of apoptosis, which leads to an increase in villus length, mucosal surface area, and the capacity for nutrient absorption (170) . There is less evidence describing how epithelial digestive enzymes, transport proteins, and submucosal tissue nerves and muscles are stimulated by intestinal adaptation (218, 237, 264) . This adaptation is also influenced by the density and composition of the gut microbiota, but the widespread use of perioperative antibiotic regimens in both animals and infants has limited the interpretation of these effects.
In selecting an animal model of SBS, it is helpful to classify the human SBS condition into three subtypes, based on the segment of the gut that is resected, with the critical points being the length of residual jejunum, ileum, and colon (230) . The schematic illustrations in Fig. 1 , coupled with the descriptions in Table 1 , present some major types of resections performed in mice, rats, and pigs. There is an extensive literature using the first type of resection model, which is well tolerated and includes proximal (jejunal) resection, leaving a remnant ileum and colon. As noted earlier, this is not a condition reflecting the major group of human SBS patients, and, furthermore, these studies have typically been conducted either in adult (rat) or young animals (pigs). Proximal intestinal resection generally leads to an increased secretion of gastroin-
Young/adult mice, 50% jejuno-ileal resection with functional colon (99, 173) Young/adult rats, 30-90% jejuno-ileal resection with functional colon (47, 49, 151) Adult mice, 50-80% ileo-caecal resection with functional colon (51, 101) Rat, normal Young/adults rats, 50-60% jejuno-ileal-caecal resection with functional colon (22, 77, 137) Newborn/young/adult pigs 75-95% jejunal/jejuno-ileal resection with functional colon (177, 215, 247) Preterm/term pigs, 50% ileal resection with jejunostomy, ligated colon (7, 245, 252) Pig, normal testinal hormones in both humans and animals (113, 150, 178) , which help to explain the pronounced intestinal adaption after this type of resection. The second type is small bowel resection with a partial colon resection and a jejunal-colonic anastomosis with resection of the ileal-cecal valve. Because of the frequent anatomical location of NEC lesions in the distal small intestine and colon, this is a common surgical procedure for infants, especially after an initial period with a jejunostomy to allow the remnant intestine to recover. This type of resection has been investigated in rats, mice, and pig models ( Table 1 , Fig. 1 ). Piglet studies showed that a midjejunal resection leads to better nutrient absorption and clinical outcome than distal small intestinal resection (247) .
The third type of small bowel resection is removal of distal small intestinal segments, resulting initially in a jejunostomy with a stoma creation until later reanastomosis (e.g., after 6 -8 wk) . This is the most common surgical procedure for infants with NEC. For this type, the colon is divided and left in the abdomen with full vascularization but separated from luminal nutrients because any remaining digesta is diverted at the jejunostomy (256) . Because of the lack of colonic fluid absorption and endocrinological stimulation, such SBS patients are severely affected and have been subject to many studies on intestinal adaptation in humans (111, 167) . A functioning colon is believed to support intestinal adaptation (82) , although its importance in pediatric SBS remains debated (55) . Studies in rats suggest that the colonic secretion of endogenous growth factors (see later section) is not sufficient to induce significant intestinal adaptation (134) . Since most studies in animal models have used a proximal or midjejunal resection with an intact colon, these studies generally report dramatic adaptation following resection (16, 51, 150, 172, 180, 221) . Recent studies have evaluated distal intestinal resection with an jejunocolic anastomosis in neonatal pigs (234, 247) , and some of these have used jejunoileal resection resulting in a jejunostomy without a functional colon, which because of the risk of NEC is a very clinically relevant procedure (7, 245, 252) . A schematic presentation of the procedures used for this model is shown in Fig. 2 , and a brief record of the advantages and disadvantages of the different models is given in Table 1 .
Rodent Models of SBS
Rodent models of SBS using the rat or mouse provide the most common experimental approach to study the process of intestinal adaptation to massive bowel resection because of their low cost and ease of genetic manipulation. Two adult rat models are widely used and broadly categorized as proximal small bowel resection, where 30 -90% of the jejunoileal segments are resected (47, 151) , or distal small bowel resection where 50 -60% of the distal jejunum, all of the ileum and cecum (approximating the upper colon in humans) are resected (22, 77, 137, 145) (Fig. 1) . In addition, Yang and Kock (272) recently developed a weanling rat resection model in which 50% of the distal small bowel, proximal to the ileocecal junction, is resected with cecectomy and a jejunocolic anastomosis. In the following, we review the scientific and technical aspects of rat and mouse models of SBS that have provided important insights regarding the extent and time course of resection-induced adaptation throughout the GIT. The feasibility, limitations, and clinical relevance of the models are summarized in Table 1 .
Weanling and adult rat resection models. Proximal and distal jejunoileal resection studies are often performed in male rats of the Wistar or Sprague-Dawley strains, either at weanling age (e.g., 20 days) or as adults (Ͼ6 wk). They are typically subjected to inhalation anesthesia, following transition to a liquid diet for some days, preoperative antibiotic treatment, and a short fasting period prior to surgery. After identification and measurement of the intestinal segment to be resected, the intervening mesenteric arterial blood supply is cauterized to reduce blood loss, and the intestinal segment resected, followed by end-to-end jejunoileal or jejunocolic anastomosis to restore bowel continuity. Following resection and peritoneal fluid resuscitation, the peritoneum and skin incisions are closed. For a few days after surgery, an analgesic drug and antibiotics are administered to reduce postsurgical pain and infections (138) .
The proximal small bowel resection or "physiological" model tolerates EN after resection provided by a variety of liquid and solid diets. Adaptation can be assessed over a period of days or weeks, although 7 days postresection is often used. A jejunoileal resection of greater than 50% stimulates dramatic increases in mucosal cellularity (based on mass, protein, and DNA content), increases villus height and crypt depth, with little change in sucrase specific activity in the residual small bowel (94) . The ileum demonstrates a large capacity for adaptive growth following proximal bowel resection (278) . Increases in the cellularity of residual jejunum and ileum occur rapidly within 12-48 h postresection, probably mediated by the increased gut hormone release (see later section).
In the adult rat model of distal bowel resection with a jejunocolic anastomosis to restore intestinal continuity, EN is not sufficient to meet the nutritional needs and facilitate adequate adaptive growth of the remnant intestine, as observed with proximal small bowel resection. Rats develop prolonged malabsorption with weight loss and high mortality when fed orally after this resection (137, 205) , although significant increases in colonic mass, crypt depth, and proglucagon expression occur (77, 79, 134) . Jejunum and colon show a differential time course of adaptation with increases in jejunal cellularity that peak at 3-4 days and decline to baseline by 12 days postresection, whereas colon crypt depth steadily increases, peaking at 7-12 days postresection (134) . Thus PN in combination with massive gut resection is required to provide the appropriate nutritional support for this stringent distal bowel resection model, which better reflects the condition of SBS with IF seen in human neonates (77, 145) . The model introduces the need for an additional surgery to place a catheter in the internal jugular vein for PN and the technical complexity in maintaining rats with PN for up to 22 days postresection. This requires specialized equipment, such as swivel infusion devices attached to a rat harness for mobility, and individual metabolic cages to collect urine and feces for balance studies. The model has the experimental advantage that therapy with intestinal growth factors, either alone or in combination with a mixture of PN and EN, can be tested in an economical manner for their ability to induce intestinal adaptation that does not otherwise occur (79, 133) . Moreover, a functional assessment of the intestinal growth can be conducted to determine whether treatments are sufficient to sustain body weight with transition from PN to EN.
The weanling rat model of distal bowel resection may better reflect the human infant SBS condition because of the delayed but rapid structural and functional postnatal development of the rat GIT. The rat GIT is very immature at birth (maybe similar to preterm infants) but matures rapidly postnatally, especially from the time of weaning (18 -22 days) to ϳ5 wk of age (199) . Although weanling rats do not reflect milk-fed infants, nor the specific characteristics of prematurity related to functions beyond the GIT (e.g., immaturity of lungs, liver, kidney, immunity, nutrient metabolism), it is likely that the more immature state of the GIT in weanling rats represent a translational advantage. With regards to the GIT and its maturity at birth and weaning, piglets are intermediate between humans and rodents (199) . Thus, in contrast to pigs and infants, the GIT is fully mature when young rats are resected at 6 -8 wk of age. A limitation is that models combining resection and PN in weanling rats have not been developed. About 85% survival with EN following ileocecal resection in weanling rats has been reported (272) , and the symptoms of diarrhea, hyperphagia, and poor growth observed with EN are similar to the clinical course in human neonates after resection. Thus the weanling rat distal bowel resection model appears useful to evaluate EN support strategies with relevance to human neonatal SBS (Table 1) .
Adult mouse resection models. In mice, jejunoileal intestinal resection is technically difficult and most often conducted by research groups that include pediatric surgeons (51, 101, 173 ). Warner's research group (243) has addressed concerns about the reproducibility of murine intestinal resection models and concludes that maintenance of mice in pathogen-free conditions and restricting gene expression analysis to specific strains that demonstrate morphological adaptation minimizes experimental variability. It is important to recognize that 50% resection of the proximal small bowel is sufficient to induce adaptive growth, and that models of resection greater than 50% result in increased morbidity and mortality and do not increase the adaptive response to massive small bowel resection in combination with EN (254) .
Two murine models of massive intestinal resection are used, 50% proximal small bowel resection (101) and ileocecal resection, which better reflects human neonatal SBS, in which the ileum and colon are often resected (51) . Male mice 8 -12 wk old (weighing 25-31 g) are typically used, and in the 50% proximal small bowel resection model, ϳ15 cm of intestine is removed between 8 cm distal to the ligament of Treitz and 7 cm proximal to the ileocecal junction (99, 173) . In the ileocecal resection model, ϳ12 cm of ileum, cecum, and proximal right colon are removed between 12 cm proximal to the ileocecal junction and 1 cm distal to the cecum in the ascending colon. Intestinal obstruction is prevented by feeding a rodent liquid diet pre-and postoperatively (101) with return to rodent chow on postoperative day 7 (51). Preoperative antibiotics and postoperative peritoneal fluid rehydration are used. Mice can be maintained for weeks or months postresection to address longterm intestinal adaptation with the functional outcome of change in body weight (Table 1) .
A limitation of the mouse models of massive bowel resection is that they do not result in IF that requires PN to sustain body weight, since a mouse model that combines resection with PN has not been developed. However, genetic mouse models in combination with intestinal resection have tremendous advantages in identifying the contribution of specific molecules that mediate the process of intestinal adaptation (195) , characterizing the intestinal microbiome (52) , and identifying the role of intestinal stem cells via the use of reporter mice (85) , and for cell culture of enteroids (225) . The use of genetic models and stem cell reporter animals are currently not available in the established rat or pig resection models, although intestinal enteroids have recently been cultured from neonatal pigs (80) .
Pig Models of SBS
Models of SBS and intestinal adaptation have been developed in preterm and term newborn pigs, juvenile pigs, and adult pigs. The majority of studies have used young domestic pigs, while only a few studies used minipigs (197) . Recently, a comprehensive technical review of the pig models of SBS in juvenile and young pigs has been published (260) . The present review has focused on models for infant SBS and therefore the main emphasis will be on the use of neonatal pig models. It is unknown how organ immaturity in preterm infants affects the response to intestinal resection, and there is a need to develop piglet models that allow incorporation of more of the key features of SBS in premature infants, e.g., organ immaturity, high NEC sensitivity, distal intestinal resection without a functioning colon, and long-term use of both PN and EN.
Resection models in young pigs. An increasing number of studies have induced SBS in pigs younger than 1 wk of age and weighing less than 3-4 kg (12, 97, 236, 245, 247) , but the majority of studies have been performed in 3-to 8-wk-old animals weighing 6 -15 kg (25, 95, 163, 180, 216, 228) . Use of inhalation anesthesia, analgesic drugs, and antibiotics in association with surgery in young growing pigs generally occur without major complications, whereas procedures in newborns, especially preterm newborn pigs, are more challenging.
The proportion of the intestine that has been resected in the different studies in young and juvenile pigs has ranged from 75 to 100% (Table 1 ). Most investigators have performed a midintestinal, jejunoileal resection in which the remaining small intestine consists of equal parts of jejunum and ileum (57, 96, 216, 236, 247, 261) . Models have also been used in which 75% intestine has been resected starting from 0.5-1.0 m beyond the ligament of Treitz, or from 1-2 m proximal to the ileocecal valve distally (163, 178, 228) . Distal intestinal resection of part of the jejunum, entire ileum, ileocecal valve, and the first 5 cm of colon has recently been reported in pigs where a jejunocolic anastomosis was made to create intestinal continuity (104, 105, 247) . The length of the postresection period has generally been longest in studies on older pigs (260) . Only relatively acute responses to resection have been studied in pigs younger than 1 wk of life (7, 12, 245, 252) , except the recent studies on PN-fed term pigs (104, 105, 234, 247) . When pigs have been older and beyond the weaning age at resection (e.g., 4 wk and onward), an observation period of 4 -8 wk has been common, sometimes incorporating several time points of tissue collection to indicate the important temporal GIT response to resection (180) . Some studies on bowel lengthening procedures have provided results on follow-up parameters over several months (39, 216) .
Body weight gain, food intake, stool output, and clinical chemistry values are important parameters to monitor the clinical adaptation response in SBS pigs, especially in longterm studies (163, 179, 216) . Measurements of the intestinal disaccharidase activity (maltase, sucrase, lactase) are commonly used (16, 163, 178, 179, 245, 252) as well as plasma GLP-2 for the endocrine adaptation (12, 105, 177, 252) . Only a few studies have attempted to make a direct estimation of nutrient uptake, or apparent nutrient digestibility (25, 216, 245, 252) , but more indirect in vivo indexes, such as xylose absorption test (39) , intestinal motility (158), portal blood flow, or nutrient influx across the intestine (16, 236, 261) have been used. Among the morphological parameters of adaptation in the different regions of the remnant intestine, villus height and crypt depth are the most commonly reported, along with measurements of intestinal muscle layer thickness, villus diameter and surface area, crypt cell proliferation, and apoptosis (12, 16, 97, 163, 178, 180, 247, 252) . Furthermore, mucosal DNA, RNA, and protein concentrations have been used to indicate adaptation (12, 96) . The potential for long-term follow-up is an important aspect of translational relevance, but such studies are costly and sometimes also logistically and ethically difficult to justify using newborn or young pigs. The growing SBS piglets must be relatively clinically stable without major challenges related to long-term PN support, systemic infections, or SIBO. The natural weaning change in diet at 3-6 wk (from milk to a dry cereal grain diet) adds further rearing complications.
Resection models in newborn preterm or term pigs. As noted above, intestinal adaptation after SBS may depend on the physiological state at the time of resection (preterm/term, postnatal age, healthy/NEC-affected) and on the type of resection (e.g., different sites and lengths of intestine, and with/ without a functional colon). We have described a short-term model of SBS using either preterm or term newborn pigs, incorporating the considerations of intestinal immaturity, jejunoileal-distal resection with a jejunostomy, and PN and EN support (7, 245, 252) (Fig. 2) . Only preterm pigs delivered before 95% gestation are sensitive to develop NEC (199, 201) , and key similarities between preterm pigs and infants include similar body size and the immature respiratory, nutritional, immunological, and metabolic conditions after preterm birth (142, 199, 201) . All these factors may influence intestinal adaptation after resection. In principle, it is possible in preterm pigs to model surgical resection of a NEC-affected intestine, establish a jejunostomy, and observe postsurgical intestinal adaptation over several weeks. However, NEC develops even more rapidly in preterm pigs, relative to infants, and it is difficult to anesthetize, resect, and maintain the NEC-affected preterm pig in a condition that justifies further studies on intestinal adaptation after resection. Therefore, all the porcine models of SBS established so far, including in preterm pigs, have been done in animals that were in a healthy state at the time of resection (Fig. 2) .
In the studies on preterm SBS pigs, catheters and feeding tubes were placed essentially as described for the preterm pig model of NEC (204) . Typically, preterm pigs are fed a liquid enteral diet for 1 to 2 days before the resection to adapt the pigs and the GIT to luminal nutrition. In addition, when neonatal pigs are fed diets other than sow's or cow's colostrum, maternal plasma is administered to provide passive immunity, because the pig placenta does not transfer maternal immunoglobulins to the fetus. After 50% distal intestinal resection, a stoma is created by exteriorizing 1 cm of the distal end of the remnant intestine through an incision in the dorsolateral part of the abdomen. The exteriorized portion is everted and secured to the skin. A sterile Silastic tube is inserted into the intestinal lumen through the stoma and fixed to the skin with sutures to allow drainage of fluid. Pigs remain on PN before and after resection and subsequently enteral feeding is gradually introduced during the week after resection (7, 245, 252) . In this model, supplemental fluids in excess of PN are required postsurgery to maintain body fluid homeostasis. The animals receive anti-secretory medication (e.g., proton pump inhibitor), and analgesics (e.g., NSAIDS) and broad-spectrum antibiotics for at least 3 days after resection. Besides the translational advantage of distal intestinal resection with a jejunostomy, the stoma bag allows for collection of intestinal contents in nutrient balance studies to evaluate intestinal adaptation (245, 252) .
The clinical complications after 50% distal intestine resection in healthy, preterm pigs are similar to those in infants subjected to intestinal resection for reasons other than NEC. Postsurgical adaptation responses to enteral formula feeding are reduced in preterm vs. term SBS pigs, and the clinical complications, such as hemodynamic instability, hypothermia, intestinal dysmotility, dehydration, respiratory distress, and peritonitis, are more severe in preterm vs. term pigs (7) . These findings coincide with a lack of a postsurgical increase in intestinal protein synthesis, villus height, crypt depth, and digestive enzyme activities when compared with the corresponding intestinal segment in unresected control preterm pigs (252) and limited short-term effects of providing enteral diets such as infant formula and bovine colostrum (6) . The diminished adaptation in preterm pigs contrasts with the structural and functional adaptation of the remnant distal part of the intestine in newborn term pigs (11, 247) and older suckling pigs (163) . This has led us to conclude that there is a need to develop interventions that are specifically tailored to support short-and long-term intestinal adaptation of the proximal bowel in preterm newborns. An attractive goal is to combine the SBS model in preterm pigs with NEC, since this is the most common clinical condition that leads to intestinal resection and SBS. The practical and clinical difficulties in performing resection on piglets with NEC may limit the feasibility of a combined NECϩSBS model (Fig. 2) , despite its obvious translational relevance.
PN Related to SBS
PN is a vital component of clinical support in patients with SBS and especially IF; thus is it important for animal models to incorporate this feature. Since the introduction of PN over 40 years ago, it has been known that long-term total PN (TPN) is associated with various complications, including both GIT and liver defects. The clinical challenges in infants are particularly important. This patient population has a high need for nutrients to support growth of essential organs, a unique sensitivity to liver disease, and an immature intestine that is sensitive to maldigestion, dysregulated immunity, inappropriate bacterial colonization, and reduced neuroendocrine functions. Although all these effects may be most important for the pediatric population, Buchman and coworkers (23) showed in healthy adults that 2 wk of TPN decreased small intestinal villus heights and increased permeability, although it did not affect intestinal DNA, protein, or disaccharidase activities. These findings have been confirmed by others although the apparent increase in intestinal permeability does not necessarily lead to increased bacterial translocation (208) . Intestinal brush border functions such as hydrolase enzyme activities may be affected by TPN in both adults (89, 106, 265) and children (194) , interacting with the underlying disease condition (90) .
TPN-related gut dysfunctions. Animal models such as young rats and pigs require a composition and infusion rate of TPN that differs considerably from that in infants, owing to a much higher natural growth rate (leading to higher demands for lipids, amino acids, and certain micronutrients) and inborn differences in metabolism (e.g., differences in indispensable amino acids). Regardless, the general effects of TPN on the GIT and liver may be similar among rats, pigs, and humans, and much information on TPN effects on various organs originates from animal studies. Neonatal pigs have been especially pivotal in understanding how TPN impacts the neonatal GIT, including the effects on intestinal blood flow, gut morphology, protein and DNA contents, digestive and absorptive capacity, secretion of intestinal growth factors, gut barrier function, intestinal permeability, and NEC risk (18, 33, 126, 168) . Corresponding studies in adult rats show a dramatic loss of mucosal mass after TPN because of increased enterocyte apoptosis and reduced proliferation (48) . In contrast, the mouse may be less sensitive to TPN-induced mucosal atrophy, similar to healthy human adults (23) , and greater atrophy of the intestinal muscularis layers compared with the rat (162) . The mouse TPN model has also shown how PN impairs mucosal immune function that may predispose to the TPN-related sepsis in humans (90, 102) . Mice on PN show reduced amounts of gut-associated lymphoid tissue and secretory IgA from the GIT and lungs, and an increased mortality after bacterial pneumonia, compared with mice on EN (130) .
In addition to the nutritional requirements specifically related to SBS, the provision of PN is especially critical for infants born extremely preterm (Ͻ28 wk gestation) who have a high endogenous caloric and nutrient requirement (277) and are at increased risk for TPN-related metabolic bone disease (164) . We have found a high TPN dependency also in the smallest preterm pigs (40) although these weak newborns also easily develop PN-related hyperglycemia, azotemia, and fluid overload (201, 232) . In term newborn pigs, TPN is associated with GIT atrophy, liver damage, and immune and metabolic dysfunctions (107, 168, 231, 232) .
Short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs) in the TPN have been tested in several animal models of both TPN-induced intestinal atrophy and SBS. In intact rats, it has been demonstrated that SCFAs inhibit TPN-induced atrophy and increase ileal protein and DNA contents along with glucose transporters (135, 239, 240) . Addition of SCFA to TPN induces intestinal adaptation in both rodent and piglet models of SBS using the standard jejunoileal resection (12, 135, 241, 242) , and the effects may be mediated in part via intestinal hormones such as glucagon-like peptide 2 (GLP-2) (238).
Glutamine, a preferred fuel for rapidly dividing cells such as enterocytes and lymphocytes, has been proposed to improve mucosal growth, function, and immunity. Glutamine is not included in parenteral amino acid solutions, although glutamate, the precursor of glutamine, is included in pediatric but not adult amino acid solutions. Glutamine is present in high concentrations in umbilical venous blood, amniotic fluid, and breast milk, consistent with a physiological role for glutamine in fetal development. Thus glutamine may be conditionally essential for infants maintained on prolonged glutamine-free PN after SBS or other surgical GIT diseases (175) . On the other hand, parenteral glutamine infusion did not prevent mucosal atrophy in TPN-fed neonatal pigs (29) , and studies in rodents (169) and surgical infants (155) showed limited or no effects of supplemental glutamine.
TPN-related liver dysfunction. A serious comorbidity, associated with long-term PN in IF patients, especially children, is PNALD, also referred to as IF-associated liver disease. The association between TPN and liver disease in premature infants was first reported by Rager and Finegold (187) , who documented the presence of intrahepatic cholestasis in 9 of 15 children who received PN. The infants who survived without developing cholestasis were the ones that had tolerated EN within a few days after birth. Manifestations of PNALD cover the whole spectrum of hepatic complications from mild fat infiltration, intracellular and intracanalicular cholestasis, ste-atosis, and periportal fibrosis to extensive fibrosis and cirrhosis (38, 127) . Moreover, PNALD is thought to encompass a developmentally related hypersensitivity of the neonatal liver to signals from the intestine.
The neonatal PN-fed piglet displays characteristics of PNALD that are very close to the human condition (249) . In piglets, development of cholestasis may be influenced by inflammation, sepsis, and the use of PN lipids, especially those based on saturated and n-6 vegetable oils from soybeans (66, 124, 212) . The recent trends of improved survival in infants with IF are largely because of decreased PNALD incidence resulting from reduced overall lipid intake or use of fish oil-based lipids high in n-3 fatty acids and vitamin E (53, 165, 210, 212) . The suggested use of a more balanced fatty acid composition for infants (38, 54, 91) has also been tested in piglets, helping to document the mechanistic aspects of these new lipid emulsions in relation to hepatic dysfunction (28, 103, 107, 251, 253) . Also in a rat SBS model, did the use of parenteral, but not enteral, elevated n-3 fatty acid levels induce intestinal adaptation with increased mucosal mass and cell proliferation (233)?
Enteral Nutrition Related to SBS
There is universal agreement that enteral feeding is preferred to reduce the detrimental consequences of PN and to meet the high energy and nutrient requirements of preterm infants (84, 277) . Enteral nutrients are the primary stimulus for intestinal adaptation by acting directly to provide energy and protein for the enterocytes and to trigger the increase in pancreatic-biliary secretions, neural factors, and intestinal blood flow and release of intestinal hormones (33, 237) (Fig. 3) . In recent years, starting enteral feeding from the first day after birth has become a widely accepted method to enhance structural and functional development of the GIT, especially after preterm birth although protocols differ widely (84, 155) . In patients with SBS, transition from PN to EN should be made as soon as possible because this will mitigate the risk of PNALD and catheter-related infections (92) . However, beyond these initial broad recommendations, there are many areas of controversy in the use of EN in preterm infants and infants following surgical resection. This includes the rate of increase of feeds, the type of EN used, the pattern of feeding (whether as a bolus or continuous drip), the use of specific types of nutrients such as medium-and long-chain fats, polymers, and added pharmacological manipulations. An additional relevant factor is the relationship between all of these potential feeding parameters and the risk of NEC. Typically, preterm infants, both with or without SBS, are fed small volumes of enteral food in addition to PN to induce GIT growth and maturation without overloading the immature and/or resected GIT, an approach known as "minimal enteral nutrition" (MEN). MEN has also been proposed to induce GIT adaptation in SBS preterm infants, but the evidence for a clinical benefit is weak (19, 84) . Human milk is the recommended form of EN for all infants, including SBS infants, and this is becoming more widely used with the increasing availability of human milk banks at many hospitals. However, there may be situations in which human milk is not available and formula must be used. The composition of the optimal formula is a matter of controversy and appropriate animal studies will help to clarify this.
Models of enteral nutrition for infants.
The preterm pig has been extensively used during the last decade to better define the optimal time (after preterm birth or intestinal resection), amount (minimal or standard amounts), and composition (breast milk, colostrum, or various milk replacers) of MEN and EN diets. Preterm pigs delivered at 90% of gestation require tube feeding because of the immature suckling, swallowing, and breathing abilities (189) . The importance of enteral feeding, even for preterm neonates, is illustrated by the marked tropic GIT response to the first enteral food in both preterm and fetal pigs (17, 121, 201) , although some functional responses are diminished relative to term pigs [e.g., intestinal motility, immunoglobulin absorption, brush border enzymes, nutrient absorption, permeability (201) ]. Natural milk and colostrum products (porcine, bovine, human) exert greater GIT trophic and functional responses in healthy newborn pigs than cow's milk-based formulas (18, 27, 30, 143, 202) , whereas the short-term effects of an enteral colostrum diet were limited in newborn SBS pigs (6) (50% distal intestinal resection) or in SBS infants after variable resections (5) . Slightly older milkfed SBS pigs also failed to increase their adaptation after colostrum supplementation (96) , whereas 4-wk-old SBS pigs showed a more robust colostrum-induced adaptation response, relative to chow or formula (163) . Breast milk has beneficial effects not only to prevent against NEC but also on neonatal SBS, as the number of days SBS infants receive breast milk is inversely correlated with days on PN (4) . From studies of piglets with 75% proximal resection and from rats we know that complexity of the diet may improve intestinal adaptation and increase growth (16, 35) , but it is difficult to determine whether it is an effect of nutrition per se or an indirect effect (242, 262) .
Both animal and human data support careful consideration of EN in neonatal SBS and the effects may be age, diet, and time dependent and depend on the nature of the resection (proximal or distal with or without a functioning colon). Given the complexity of the SBS population in terms of remaining bowel anatomy, pancreatic, liver, and gut endocrine function, each infant will need a unique approach to find the right combination of nutritional and pharmacological strategies to maximize intestinal adaptive capacity. Synergistic effects have been observed for luminal nutrients supplied along with hormonal therapy (GLP-2) to induce intestinal adaptation in a PN-dependent rat model of distal bowel resection (145) . In this model, whereas endogenous GLP-2 was not sufficient to promote intestinal growth, exogenous GLP-2 strongly promoted enterocyte proliferation in conjunction with the stimulus provided by luminal nutrients to enhance enterocyte differentiation, as reflected in digestive enzyme maturation. The net effect is increased functional digestive capacity as demonstrated by an 80% reduction in PN with corresponding transition or weaning to EN with an increase in body weight gain of the rats (22) .
The ability of EN to promote adaptation may also be indirect and driven by local hormonal release in response to EN and thereby leading to intestinal adaptation. This hypothesis has gained support from rat studies including 0, 50, 75, or 90% proximal resection where meal-stimulated hormonal release correlates closely with the type of resection (150) . These findings are in agreement with findings from SBS infants where enteral caloric intake is correlated with weaning from PN (222) . Separately, pancreatic and biliary factors may induce intestinal adaptation and be another link between EN and intestinal growth. Bile and pancreatic secretions influence the intestinal morphology in rats (2) , and in TPN-fed piglets, enteral bile acids stimulate intestinal growth, probably via endogenous release of intestinal hormones, such as GLP-2 (33, 107) .
Optimizing formula composition. Enteral lipid provides a high-density energy source with low osmolality, which may allow for reduction of PN, and is a potent stimulus for intestinal adaptation after small bowel resection (155) . Long-chain triglycerides (LCTs) promote improved bowel adaptation in postsurgical animal models (41, 75, 132, 250) , relative to medium-chain triglycerides (MCTs). This is likely because of potent LCT-induced release of enteroendocrine hormones, resulting in delayed proximal bowel transit and stimulation of pancreaticobiliary secretions needed to digest LCT. However, the remnant anatomy impacts the optimal amount and type of fats that are tolerated in human SBS. When there is remnant colon in continuity, MCT is more easily digested than LCT, with improved energy absorption suggesting a colonic absorptive capacity for MCT (114) . When there is a remnant colon, provision of a greater intake of complex carbohydrates with subsequent fermentation to SCFAs and lower LCT fat content reduces fat malabsorption and steatorrhea (152) . In contrast, higher LCT fat intake improves ostomy output and weight gain in neonates with enterostomies (148) . Studies in weanling rats subjected to ileocecal resection demonstrate that n-3 fatty acid-enriched enteral fish oil increases dietary fat absorption, compared with corn oil, without increasing hepatic bile acid synthesis (273) .
In addition to the studies on colostrum, studies in SBS rats with jejunal resection suggest that the whey (but not the casein) fraction of normal milk augments the intestinal growth induced by hormonal treatment (144) . Both milk and colostrum contain intact proteins, and studies in SBS infants indicate that a semielemental hydrolyzed diet has no advantage over a diet with intact proteins (139) . However, in a rat PN model, a semielemental formula containing hydrolyzed whey protein improved mucosal growth in association with reduced intestinal dipeptidyl peptidase IV activity, which prolongs the halflife of bioactive GLP-2 (144) . This mechanism of action is supported by the evidence that dipeptidyl peptidase inhibitor administration enhanced intestinal adaptation in a mouse model of SBS (173) . These data suggest the potential for hydrolyzed dietary proteins such as whey to reduce the degradation of GLP-2 and thus prolong its ability to stimulate intestinal growth (see also Fig. 3) .
Adult SBS patients with a residual colon have the capacity to salvage energy from malabsorbed complex carbohydrates, acting as prebiotics to stimulate microbial fermentation, SCFA production, and GLP-2 secretion. The importance for pediatric SBS patients may be less due to the less-developed state of the colon. Recent studies suggest that an intact ileum is important for GLP-2 secretion, likely contributing to the intestinal adaptation by allowing for a faster transition to EN from PN, as shown by comparison of jejunoileal with jejunocolic anastomosis in piglets (104, 105, 247) . Benefits of colonic SCFA in SBS have been indicated from studies in pigs and rats, and the effects include provision of additional energy, increased colonic sodium and water absorption, and stimulation of proglucagon expression with release of GLP-2 (11, 136) . Supplementation of prebiotic short-chain fructooligosaccharides into the EN improved intestinal adaptation in piglets as shown by higher ileal mucosa weight, villus height, and epithelial proliferation (11) . Soluble fiber such as pectin provides a prebiotic substrate for colonic fermentation and may also improve diarrhea by bulking stool or ostomy effluent consistency. Since prebiotics also promote bacterial proliferation, supplementation may be contraindicated for infants without an intact ileocecal valve because of the increased risk for SIBO (191) .
Infants with SBS often have disruption of the normal bacterial colonization of the GIT due to disturbed EN flow and antibiotic therapy and may instead show colonization with a pathogenic microbiota that may increase risk for septicemia due to bacterial translocation. Probiotic supplementation with the aim of directing intestinal colonization toward a healthier colonization, favoring bifidobacteria, lactobacilli, and saccharomyces species offers promise for preterm infants with SBS, as supported by case reports (37, 125) . Animal studies show that probiotics decrease bacterial translocation and stimulate mucosal adaptation after SBS (246) , and some evidence for changes in the microbiota in the mouse ileocecal resection model suggests that the microbiota is a potential regulator of postsurgical adaptive growth or function (52) . Moreover, the ability of inflammation to enhance resection-induced intestinal adaptive growth in IL-10-null mice is dependent on colonization with normal fecal microbiota (224) . Given this evidence that both the microbiota and intestinal inflammation augment adaptation of the small bowel after ileocecal resection, additional research is needed to optimize clinical management with respect to antibiotics, immunosuppression drugs, and probiotics.
Growth Factors and SBS
The variability of the adaptive response following different patterns of bowel resection suggests that growth and regulatory factors, especially those produced in the distal gut (ileum and colon), are important in regulating intestinal adaptation. Multiple hormones and trophic agents have been studied and reviewed including GLP-2, growth hormone, insulin-like growth factor, epidermal growth factor, cholecystokinin, gastrin, insulin, neurotensin, and peptide YY. These studies have been done almost exclusively in animal models, so a complete understanding of the effects on the corresponding human condition is lacking. An important research priority is to establish whether the rodent and porcine responses to endogenous release or exogenous supply of hormones after resection also occur in human infants with SBS. This section will focus on some major regulatory and growth factors that have been linked to adaptation in animal models, as shown schematically in Fig. 4 . The discovery of the link between intestinal adaptation and secreted gut hormones and local growth factors has prompted investigation into their use therapeutically to promote intestinal adaptation. Numerous studies in animal models have documented beneficial effects of various hormone therapies, yet it has been disappointing that none of these have become routine clinical practice for either adult or pediatric SBS patients. However, the recent approval of the GLP-2 analog teduglutide for treatment of adult SBS in the US and Europe is promising and may pave the way for the pediatric indication as well as additional pharmacological options. This paucity of translation into clinical practice is related to a number of scientific unknowns about short-and long-term physiological effects of hormonal therapies and regulatory issues as well as safety concerns. Thus there continues to be a need to establish the mechanisms, efficacy, and safety of various therapies in animal models.
Glucagon-Like Peptide 2
As indicated above, the enteroendocrine hormone GLP-2 appears to be a key factor in signaling intestinal adaptation. GLP-2 is a 33-amino-acid peptide produced and released together with GLP-1 from the enteroendocrine L cells that are located mainly in the distal small intestine and colon (Fig. 4) . Secretion from L cells is stimulated by direct contact with luminal nutrients, especially long-chain fatty acids in the terminal ileum (Fig. 3) (61) . There is also evidence for an acute first peak of GLP-2 secretion in association with a proximaldistal neuroendocrine loop involving the enteric nervous system and the afferent and efferent vagus nerves in the rat (62), although evidence in vagotomized pigs does not support this (93) . GLP-2 exerts a variety of functions ranging from suppressing gastric emptying and secretion and improving intestinal barrier function to stimulating bowel growth and nutrient absorption (58, 64, 69, 274) . This information is based mainly on studies in rodents and pigs where the GLP-2 receptor (GLP-2R) has been described to be located on enteric neurons, vagal afferents, enteroendocrine cells, and subepithelial myofibroblasts (87, 141, 166, 276) . The multiple cell types reported for the GLP-2R localization suggest that several signaling pathways are involved in the intestinal trophic actions. One proposed mechanism is that GLP-2 mediates its intestinotrophic effects through the induction of ErbB ligands mimicking the effects of epidermal growth factor (EGF), since ErbB ligands have been shown to be required for the GLP-2 effects and ErbB ligands are linked to the GLP-2-mediated intestinal adaptation following feeding (8, 50, 274, 275 ). Another mechanism has implicated the generation of local insulinlike growth factor-1 (IGF-1) secretion from the subepithelial myofibroblasts (63, 141) that induces proliferation through interaction with ␤-catenin (64) (Fig. 4) . In support of this theory it has been shown that functional epithelial IGF-1 receptors (IGF-1R) are essential for the proliferative actions of GLP-2 (196) .
In animals and human patients subjected to proximal intestinal resection, circulating GLP-2 levels increase and are highly correlated with spontaneous adaptation, suggesting that GLP-2 is important in initiating and maintaining spontaneous adaptation (113, 151, 178, 217, 247) . Exogenous GLP-2 to animals increases nutrient absorption by 20 -100%, depending on the length of residual bowel (145, 203, 207, 252) . In adult human studies, GLP-2 or its analogs have been shown to have modest effects on nutrient and fluid absorption, with a mean 20% reduction in parenteral fluid dependence (108); however, the effects are dependent on continued administration of the hormone. It is not clear what the effects of exogenous GLP-2, even for short periods, may have on the long-term function of the intestine in the neonate. Given the high levels of endogenous production during the neonatal period, it is likely that GLP-2 may act to induce long-term changes in intestinal function during this developmental phase. The GLP-2 secretion response to feeding seems to be more robust in infants than adults. Basal levels are relatively high in preterm infants without meal stimulation, suggesting an elevated trophic tone in inducing gut growth in the final weeks of gestation (3) . In intact enterally fed premature infants, plasma GLP-2 levels are high (up to 450 pM/l), and in SBS infants levels correlate positively with residual small intestinal length and markers of intestinal absorption (217, 220) . Importantly, infants without a remnant ileum had very low levels of GLP-2, even if the colon was intact, and infants with GLP levels Ͻ15 pM/l and Ͻ40 kcal/kg intake of enteral diet died of their SBS complications (217) . Also in infants with gastroschisis there is a clear association between GLP-2 levels and tolerance to EN (223) , and this may partly explain the prolonged intestinal dysfunction seen in this patient population.
In relation to PN and SBS, GLP-2 induces intestinal growth in rats and also increases glucose transporters in the residual intestine (151) . Recently it has been seen in mice that intestinal resection can induce intestinal stem cell expansion, and this expansion can be dramatically augmented after immediate postsurgical GLP-2 treatment (51, 76) . In a recent study in preterm pigs, 50% distal intestinal resection combined with a jejunostomy resulted in low GLP-2 levels (252) (see Fig. 2 ) equivalent to the levels seen in infants without a remnant ileum (217) . Daily infusions of GLP-2 with PN markedly increased GLP-2 levels (from 15 to 3,000 pM) triggered a dramatic adaptation of both structural and functional intestinal indexes with increased nutrient absorption within the first week of resection. In a similar study in term neonatal SBS pigs, using once daily injections of the GLP-2 analog teduglutide, the short-term adaptation was more moderate (245) , probably because of lower overall exposure of GLP-2. Similarly, exogenous GLP-2 to newborn term pigs, subjected to 75% distal resection with anastomosis to the colon, showed improved clinical outcomes, as reflected by fewer days on PN and a higher level of calories tolerated enterally (234) .
From intact neonatal pigs, it is indicated that the early perinatal GIT growth and maturation are mediated by GLP-2 (184) and GLP-2 increases intestinal growth in a dose-dependent manner, likely by decreasing apoptosis and proteolysis (26, 31, 32, 34, 245) . GLP-2 is also known to stimulate functional indexes in neonates, where GLP-2 is known to induce brush border enzymes (183, 252) and nutrient absorption (44, 203) , although the response may depend on gestational age at birth (182, 200) . Furthermore, GLP-2 has been shown to increase intestinal blood flow in piglets through nitric oxide synthase (87, 88) and these effects are also supported by data from adult SBS patients (21) . Stimulating endogenous GLP-2 secretion through the use of parenteral SCFA has shown promising potential to stimulate mucosal growth in neonatal pigs (12) . In pigs, GLP-2 responsiveness may decrease during the postnatal period, considering the contradictory reports of GLP-2 administration to juvenile pigs (105, 178, 213, 244) .
Growth hormone and insulin-like growth factor. Growth hormone is an anabolic hormone responsible for growth through activation of local IGF-1 production in several tissues, including the intestine (Fig. 4) . Exogenous GH induces mucosal growth and improves weight gain in rodent SBS models with jejunoileal resection (86, 259) , although it fails to improve weight gain in pigs with SBS (13) . Exogenous GH increases body weight and plasma IGF-I but fails to prevent TPNinduced mucosal atrophy in rats in association with GH stimulating a suppressor of cytokine signaling, SOCS-2, which acts to inhibit intestinal epithelial cell proliferation and intestinal growth (156) . GH has also been tested in human SBS patients and some initial data are promising for both infants (140) and adults (209) , leading to recent FDA approval (154) . Regardless, some studies on GH administration to adult SBS patients have been disappointing and have shown a high incidence of adverse effects (120, 235) . Thus it remains to be seen how continued administration of GH (and/or of other growth factors) can be best used to support weaning from TPN in both humans and animal models (83, 181) .
IGF-1 has long been known to have trophic effects throughout the body via both local (paracrine) and systemic (endocrine) actions, combined with the regulation of IGF-1 receptors and IGF-1 binding proteins (147, 159) . Although the intestinal mucosa is highly responsive to exogenous IGF-1 treatment, this is not likely to be a suitable therapy for SBS patients because of the widespread actions of systemic therapy, especially in the growing infant. Another concern is that IGF-1 has been linked to cancer development. On the other hand, there may be instances in which a patient is growth restricted because of a primary or secondary reduction in GH or IGF-1, in addition to the nutritional restriction of SBS, so that exogenous supplementation of either GH or IGF-1 would be therapeutic for both problems. Systemic GH administration has modest effect on fluid absorption (and probably no effect on energy absorption) in adult SBS patients and a specific formulation is licensed for this population (36) . The likely trophic mechanism of GH action in the intestine is via increased circulating IGF-1 (from hepatic secretion) and local paracrine production. Small studies on GH administration to PN-dependent pediatric SBS patients indicated that 3 mo of treatment enhanced weaning from PN and increased plasma citrulline levels (a marker of mucosal mass), but a year later only 25% of the patients remained off PN (83) . Another study indicated that the modest benefits obtained during GH treatment were lost after GH discontinuation and that treatment effects might be caused by GH-induced hyperphagia (181) .
In mice experiencing TPN-induced intestinal atrophy, exogenous IGF-1 increases intestinal mass, DNA, and protein contents (161, 162) , partly dependent on the level of IGFbinding proteins (160) . In rodent SBS models, IGF-1 induced intestinal growth through an increase in proliferation in the remnant jejunum (49, 268) . This finding is supported by findings in transgenic mice that overexpress IGF-1, which show a significant postresection increase in mucosal surface area (131) . Despite that IGF-1 does not show a positive effect on digestive enzyme activity, the overall effects to increase jejunal adaptive growth may aid in the transition from PN to EN (77, 78) . No human studies have used IGF-1 for treating SBS in infants, likely because of the rather small effects reported in most of the above mentioned animal studies.
Epidermal growth factor. EGF is a member of the EGF family of ligands in which EGF and TGF-␣ are the active ligands in vivo (10) . EGF is produced by the salivary and Brunner's glands and has been shown to be important in maintaining epithelial tissues, and inducing mucosal trophic actions. The EGF receptor appears to be localized to the basolateral side of the epithelial mucosa (Fig. 4) , thus access (and activity) of the ligand may be increased in the states of mucosal damage or the increased permeability that occurs in SBS (229) . There is a limited experience with the use of exogenous enteral EGF clinically in SBS. A pilot study in human SBS infants indicated that EGF had modest benefits in improving active glucose absorption and enteral food tolerance, and it possibly reduced bacterial translocation, without any adverse effects (219) .
Mouse studies with knockout animals have shown convincing evidence that EGF is involved in the normal, postresection adaptive response (229, 258) , and exogenous EGF treatment improves ileal mucosal morphology and upregulates proliferation and reduces apoptosis. An EGF receptor (EGFR, ErbB1) appears to be crucial for this response, since the response is diminished in mice with a reduced EGFR protein tyrosine kinase activity (98, 100) . In addition, mice subjected to a partial enterectomy and overexpressing EGF show increased mucosal protein and DNA concentration and improved morphology (68). As noted above, GLP-2 increases the production of some of the important EGF ligands and receptors; thus the EGF and GLP-2 pathways may be closely related (274) .
Keratinocyte growth factor. Keratinocyte growth factor (KGF), or basic fibroblast growth factor 7, is a 163-amino-acid peptide secreted primarily by fibroblast-like stromal cells, and it functions as a potent epithelial cell growth factor and likely has a mechanistic pathway that is similar to IGF-1 (Fig. 4) . KGF is produced by the pericryptal myofibroblast and acts to stimulate cell division within the crypt epithelium (73) . KGF may also act to alter the differentiation of dividing cells and so alter the phenotype of the mucosal cells (269) . In mice, KGF prevents TPN-induced mucosal atrophy by decreasing apoptosis and increasing proliferation (270) , and also in rodent SBS models, KGF stimulates mucosal growth and epithelial function (122, 266, 271) . KGF also has the ability to induce goblet cell expansion and upregulate trefoil peptides (259) , which are implicated in repair of intestinal damage. Comparative studies of KGF, GH, and GLP-2 in SBS rats showed that KGF was less potent than GLP-2 and was primarily active within the colon, where it specifically increased the production of goblet cells and mucosal protective factors (259) . There may be an overlap with the upstream effects of GLP-2, which has been shown to stimulate the production of KGF within the colon (176) . Although KGF is a potential useful component for gut protection for conditions such as chemotherapy-induced mucositis, it is less likely to find use in the therapy of SBS patients (72) .
Optimal SBS Models Considering Biological and Technical Constraints
The choice of the most appropriate animal model for the study of SBS depends on the research question and the clinical context being addressed (see Table 1 ). A major advantage of the mouse model of SBS is the ability to use genetic models involving transgenic and targeted global and tissue-specific knockout mice to establish the mechanistic role of specific genes and signaling pathways (195) . On the other hand, the technical challenges related to surgical procedures in mice are an important limitation to the mouse SBS model. The adult rat model of SBS allows PN support and most of the anatomical surgical preparations are feasible, except the jejunostomy (Table 1). The use of PN support in weanling rats is likely also possible given reports of TPN in mice of similar body weight (67, 157) . The weanling rat reflects an immature stage of intestinal development but it probably does not model the human preterm infant as well as the newborn preterm or term pig. Rats and mice have the advantages of easy handling, relatively low cost and space requirements, and fewer ethical constraints compared with pigs.
The main advantage of the pig is the translational relevance for human SBS conditions. The piglet is likely a better model than young or adult rodents, especially for neonates, which represent the largest population of the human SBS patients. The translational relevance relates to the body size and the GIT anatomy and physiology in piglets. The available evidence shows that these aspects, even after resection, more closely resemble the human condition than other animal models. The pig more easily allows study of different anatomical situations that approximate the most difficult clinical cases, e.g., those with either a high jejunal stoma or a jejunocolonic anastomosis (7, 247, 252) . In these models, piglets enable the provision of PN and EN support and allow study of the responses in newborn, or even preterm animals, for a period after resection, using body growth and intestinal absorptive function as markers of adaptation. The experimental procedures remain technically difficult to manage with newborn pigs, and as yet no research groups have studied intestinal adaptation in preterm or newborn SBS pigs for longer time periods (Ͼ2 wk). It has also been difficult to combine the induced SBS condition with a relevant underlying disease, such as NEC, or with ancillary therapies, such as the STEP procedure, after a period of small bowel dilatation. In principle, such combined clinically relevant disease-surgery-therapy procedures are possible in piglets, but they will require a large additional effort to develop, and experimental difficulties may limit the added translational value.
The main disadvantage of the piglet models is the high cost and large animal facility requirements for housing and surgery, especially when pregnant sows are used for caesarean section delivery of preterm and newborn pigs and when PN and EN are required for clinical support. The use of conventional-production pigs is less expensive than various breeds of miniature pigs (e.g., Gottingen, Sinclair, Yucatan, Hanford), but the larger body size at adolescent ages (between weaning and puberty) can offset this cost advantage. Whereas the new studies in neonatal SBS pigs reflect the initial postresection intestinal response to SBS, the earlier studies in weanling pigs and young rats have often documented long-term adaptation responses. It is important to relate the intestinal adaptation response after SBS to the time after intestinal resection since it is known that the physiological characteristics of short-term adaptation may differ widely from the long-term responses. Thus studies in young pigs demonstrated that intestinal proliferation 2 wk after resection was not maintained 6 wk after resection (180) . The differential adaptation responses after different ages at resection (preterm, term, juvenile, adult) and different lengths of the postresection period require further study. The inability to make serial sampling of intestinal tissue from the same animals is an important limitation to clarify the temporal events and mechanisms of the adaptation process. In principle, temporal collection of tissue by endoscopic biopsy from SBS piglets fitted with a jejunostomy is feasible but technically demanding.
Future Opportunities and Challenges
The last two decades have seen demonstrable progress in our understanding of the underlying mechanisms of intestinal adaptation, clinical support, and treatment of SBS. Many of these advancements have been achieved through the use of animal models, mainly rodents and pigs. One of the most promising developments for SBS and IF patients is the approval of the GLP-2 analog teduglutide for treatment in adult SBS patients. This milestone culminates 20 years of research and development since the original report on the effects of this peptide by Drucker, Brubaker, and colleagues (60) . Other important advances include a more detailed understanding of the cellular growth factor pathways and signaling mechanisms that mediate the dominant trophic effect of EN and endogenous gastrointestinal secretions on the intestinal adaptive response after resection. Although most of the mechanistic findings were derived from rodents, the use of mouse genetics to address fundamental questions of intestinal adaptation and functional outcomes has only just begun and has been confined to laboratories with the requisite surgical expertise to perform these challenging procedures. Thus the rapid advancements in mouse genetic models, such as transgenic overexpression, global knockout, and conditional tissue-specific and inducible knockout mice represent a substantial opportunity for future research on mechanisms of SBS. The technical capacity to generate transgenic rat and pig models is rapidly emerging and holds promise to gain mechanistic insights regarding the physiological regulation of the underlying processes that globally result in intestinal adaptation. The use of targeted genetic models of rats and pigs will enable researchers to probe the underlying mechanisms that explain the unique features of adaptation related to presence of colon, PN, and prematurity that are challenging, if not impossible in mice.
With the recent development of the preterm and term piglet models of SBS, another important question and challenge for the future is to test whether the intestinal adaptive response after bowel resection is affected by postnatal age and time after resection. This is a key priority given that most SBS and IF cases are pediatric patients and that normal organ development will likely affect spontaneous intestinal adaptation and the response to dietary and medical interventions. In an infant SBS model, normal somatic growth and functional development is an important clinical outcome, and the piglet SBS model provides an opportunity to connect intestinal adaptation with indexes of growth and longer term development. The pig model of resection with jejunostomy suggests evidence for deficiency in GLP-2, even with EN support, which should allow for studies to test the type of trophic stimulus early after surgical resection, and how and when later reanastomosis impacts long-term adaptation and growth. The ability to maintain preterm and term pigs on PN with jejunostomy allows more detailed investigation of how the absence of luminal nutrients in continuity with the distal intestine impacts adaptation. It is possible that such intestinal adaptation is affected by the nature of the disease leading to resection, and here the high NEC sensitivity of the preterm pig opens another unexplored path of experimental studies, combining NEC and SBS studies in preterm pigs and studying both short-and long-term outcomes.
Two emerging areas of biology that promise to be important for future SBS research are stem cell biology and the role of the gut microbiome (51, 76, 193) . Intestinal adaptation following surgical resection leads to an upregulation of stem cell populations, and the possible time and microbe dependency of this response may have implications for the optimal timing of nutritional and other therapeutic interventions. The gut microbiome responses may be important for intestinal adaptation in SBS patients from a fundamental host-microbiome perspective, but also because gut bacterial overgrowth, with or without previous antibiotic therapy, is a common clinical observation in human SBS patients. Stem cell research is likely to impact SBS research and facilitate regenerative medicine approaches and autologous replacement of cells and tissue to expand the functional capacity of the intestine (226) . An important element in this area is the development of intestinal organoids and enteroid models. The use of these models is rapidly expanding to characterize the underlying biology of how stem cell genetics, extracellular matrix, and microenvironment influence cell growth and tissue architecture. There is progress in this area already in both rodent and pig models; thus combination of this approach with surgical resection may lead to a regenerative therapy of SBS in the future.
In conclusion, rodent models will continue to provide important basic knowledge about intestinal adaptation whereas results from piglets could help to identify more clinically relevant therapies to support infants in their difficult recovery from SBS. Until now, few experimental approaches have reached clinical practice, and there is great need to better define the age, time, and disease specificity of nutritional, medical, and surgical interventions in both patients and animal models. This is a complex task that requires close collaboration between clinical practice and experimental model research to ask the most relevant questions. This scientific interaction will be key to continuously refining the existing animal models of SBS with the aim to improve the clinical care for pediatric patients with SBS.
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